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Disclaimer

This Report has been prepared by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) on the basis set out in KPMG’s proposal to the Welsh Government dated 10 April 2013, the Welsh
Governments contract award letter dated 25 June 2013 and KPMG’s acceptance letter dated 1 August 2013 (these combined documents referred to here as the
“Engagement Letter”).
This Report is for the benefit of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which it refers, which KPMG has agreed in writing to treat as addressees of the
Engagement Letter (the “Beneficiaries”), and has been released to the Beneficiaries on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part,
without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This Report is not suitable to be relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against KPMG (other than the Beneficiaries) for any purpose or in any context. Any
party other than the Beneficiaries that obtains access to this Report or a copy (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or otherwise) and chooses to rely on this
Report (or any part of it) does so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG does not assume any responsibility and will not accept any liability in
respect of this Report to any party other than the Beneficiaries.
In preparing this report, the primary source of information has been internal management from both the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG does not accept responsibility for such information which remains the responsibility of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG has satisfied themselves, so far as possible, that the information presented in the report is consistent with other information which was made available to
them in the course of their work in accordance with the Engagement Letter. KPMG has not, however, sought to establish the reliability of the sources by reference to
other evidence. The analysis undertaken by KPMG has been of a high level nature and has been undertaken following discussions with the Welsh Government and the
Local Authority’s officers. The scope of KPMG’s work is different from that for an audit and, consequently, no assurance is expressed by KPMG.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Background and Approach
■ In March 2012, the Minister for Finance and commissioned a review into ‘Maximising the Impact of Welsh Procurement Policy’. That
review recommended the re-introduction of capability assessments or fitness checks, which the Minister subsequently confirmed would
be re-introduced. This is also supported by the Public Service Leadership Group (PSLG) chaired by the Minister for Local Government
and Communities.

Background

■ After a competitive tender, KPMG were appointed by Value Wales (within the Welsh Government) to deliver these capability
assessments for all the Local Authorities in Wales.

■ The objective of this work was to determine whether organisational procurement capability is adequate and also enable organisations
to identify their strengths and areas for improvement. These assessments include actions for improvement which are to be presented to
senior management at each Local authority and a copy is to be provided to Value Wales.
■ Value Wales intends to provide on-going support for improvement through a ‘Procurement Development Service’ concept. This support
will be linked to national improvement themes that this work identifies within Local Authorities across Wales.
■ Value Wales provided the, previously developed, Welsh Government Capability Model, which KPMG used to develop an on-line
questionnaire to assess the Local Authorities capability against this model.
■ Each local authority was invited to prepare a list of staff who would be asked to complete the on-line questionnaire confidentially. These
staff were either directly or in-directly involved in procurement and the list was intended to cover procurement across the authority.

Approach

■ KPMG analysed the responses and prepared an initial assessment of the authority’s procurement capability (based on the Welsh
Governments maturity model). This assessment was then tested and moderated in face-to-face interviews conducted on site at the
authority with key procurement managers and stakeholders from across the authority.
■ The output of this analysis and these interviews is presented here in this report, together with KPMG’s recommended actions for
improvement.
■ These actions for improvement recognise the activities that are already on-going and planned within the authority and are intended to
support those activities and provide practical advice to support the improvements.
■ Once this report has been approved by the Head of Procurement and other senior stakeholders at the authority (if appropriate), it will
be sent to Value Wales.

Next Steps

■ A copy of the two-page executive summary (only) will be provided to the Minister.
■ KPMG will also prepare an overall report that summarises the assessments across all the Authorities, identifies common themes for
improvement and makes recommendations for Value Wales on how it can support the Authorities through its Procurement
Development Service.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Cardiff Executive Summary
Overall Maturity
Rating

Organisational
Context

Developing towards advanced

■ Over the last 2 years the central procurement team has increased headcount by 14 FTE to a total of 37 FTE. We understand this investment has supported the
transformation of the procurement function and supported the implementation of a category management approach across the organisation.
■ The first 3 phases of the procurement transformation are being embedded, and the final phase relating to Contract Management is currently being implemented
across the team and organisation.
■ In 2013, changes to the Council’s senior management structure saw 6 new Directors, a Head of Legal Services and County Clerk & Monitoring Officer commence
work in the summer. The C&P team developed Directors, Procurement Packs and held 1-2-1 meetings to review strategic priorities and savings targets.
■ The Cardiff Procurement Team has an innovative partnership with the University of South Wales which has led to the development of a procurement framework,
designed to instilling better processes and increase skills.
■ The central team is well respected across the organisation and there is an opportunity for the team to provide added value through experience and expertise to
deliver maximised outcomes through the procurement process for their stakeholders.

Model Dimension
Procurement leadership & governance
Procurement strategy & objectives

Recommended Actions
■ To further strengthen strategic planning and governance, a Procurement Forward Plan for all procurements over £150,000
should be developed and agreed by senior managers and cabinet members. Regular progress reports should be provided.

Defining the supply need

■ Senior leadership across the organisation should continue to work together to develop strategies for service delivery and a
commitment to deliver savings by working with procurement. This should be completed as a high priority.

Commodity/project strategies and collaborative
procurement

■ The transformational journey to maturity for category management across the organisation is ongoing. Knowledge sharing
sessions within category teams and the wider procurement team will continue to increase individual and team skill sets.

Contract and supplier management

■ This is the next focus area for the procurement team’s transformation and is currently being implemented. The Head of
Procurement and team should ensure project outcomes are updated and that a review of implementation occurs mid 2014.

Key purchasing processes and systems

■ Continue to investigate PROACTIS for purchase by the organisation to improve system functionality and streamlining of
process between interoperable systems.

People

■ Continued up-skilling of staff (central team and organisational wide) to embed category management through informal catch
ups – lunch time knowledge sharing sessions, formalised meetings etc and formal training where appropriate.

Performance management

■ Calculating and reporting performance is critical to central procurement offering a value adding service and demonstrating
that value. Implement planned improvements to data management systems and utilise data to further improve the
management of influencable spend.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Cardiff Executive Summary

Model Dimension

Comparison

Welsh
Gaps

UK Public
Sector
Gaps

Comments

Procurement leadership & governance

29

42

■ Clearly defined procurement strategy driven by a
central team, strong Head of Procurement

Procurement strategy & objectives

40

30

■ Procurement strategy defined and driving
transformational journey

Defining the supply need

29

10

■ Still developing working with Directorates to
define more flexible solutions/outcomes

Commodity/project strategies and
collaborative procurement

21

15

■ Journey to maturity ongoing, increasing team skill
sets in this area

Contract and supplier management

22

2

Key purchasing processes and systems

17

23

People

26

■ Is the next focus area of transformational
procurement journey
■ Currently reviewing the functionality of
PROACTIS for purchase by organisation to
enhance outputs
■ Ongoing development of individual up-skilling
within the centralised team

Performance management

43

28

■ Foundations in place, new systems being
investigated will increase this score in the future

Developing
NonDeveloping
Advanced
Conforming
Conforming

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Benefits from
implementing
recommendations
Overall
recommendations

Average of Welsh Authorities

UK Public Sector Benchmark

■ As the team continues to roll out category management across the organisation and stronger commercial contract management is implemented,
our experience would suggest Cardiff should reasonably expect to achieve additional savings of 2% - 4% of total third party spend each year.

■ There is alignment to the current project delivery plan for procurement transformation within Cardiff Council, whereby the recommendations note
the progress and good work the team has undertaken to date. Organisations with this level of maturity should be beginning to accelerate the
benefits they can deliver to the organisation both in terms of savings, quality of the services procured and the service to internal customers.
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Procurement leadership & governance

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

Comment

15%

■ Cardiff staff are rated as having an advanced level of maturity in
terms of understanding procurement’s direction and having a
clearly defined process for delegation of authority.

86%

Score:
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

44%

■ The survey results also indicate that Cardiff has clear senior
leadership in relation to procurement activities.
Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Clear leadership of the procurement activity
Responsible for effectiveness and quality of
sourcing
Effective internal stakeholders relationship
management

Clear process for delegation of authority

Adequate internal control systems

Value add through application and appropriate
use of the Community Benefits policy

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

■ A lesser score was achieved in relation to responsibility of
effectiveness and quality of sourcing implying that procurement
department is not responsible for all spend in the organisation.
However in discussions at the site visit, the central team appear
to have an influence over almost all spend in the organisation.
When comparing the overall procurement staff responses to the
responses of category managers/specialists it was observed
that the latter feel more responsible for the organisational spend
with 65% of category manager responses compared to 59%
overall procurement staff in support of this statement.
■ Overall, Cardiff is more mature in relation to leadership and
governance than UK government benchmarks.
Opportunities
■ With a change in a significant number of leadership roles in
recent months, the Procurement team have an opportunity to
reposition their role within the organisation and drive additional
value, relationships and Directorate strategies.

■ Once category management is fully embedded in the team, the
commercial acumen developed should be utilised to drive
flexible solutions with Directorates and add value.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Procurement strategy and objectives

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

15%

■ Cardiff has a centralised procurement function who understand
and abide by the organisation’s procurement strategy. The
results also indicate that stakeholders who participated in the
survey also understand the organisational procurement strategy.

61%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Degree organisations procurement strategy
development

Clear process for procurement involvement in
strategic reviews of service provision
Procurement strategy supported by senior
management

■ There is a significant difference between responses of overall
procurement staff and category managers in a few areas. When
asked if the procurement department has developed and acted
on an improvement plan, the procurement staff feels its at
‘developing’ stage while category managers/specialists state it is
at ‘advanced’ level of maturity.
■ Initiatives within the central team to partner with the University of
South Wales to define strategy and a framework for activities as
well as having senior sponsorship through the acting Chief Exec
further align the organisation to the strategic objectives.
■ Overall, Cardiff scored above the average of other Welsh
Authorities to date in relation to the procurement strategy and
objectives element of the maturity model.
Opportunities

Procurement department developed and acted
on an improvement plan

People

Performance
management

Comment

91%

Score:

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Level of external collaboration for good
procurement practice and Welsh Government
procurement policies

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

■ Improve transparency within the central team between
management and junior staff to lessen gaps in understanding /
information flows and decision making. This will lead to a more
informed team, aid career development and succession
planning and facilitate a more rounded understanding of the
function as a whole at all levels of the team.
■ Encourage greater engagement with new leadership to drive
visible support of procurement objectives.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Defining the supply need

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

76%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

66%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Maximise value for the organisation and its
customers
Level of involvement with internal customer
teams
Extent of commodity strategies development
and management

Effective demand management

People

Detailed supply market analysis and
stakeholder feedback

Performance
management

Transparent and proportionate mechanisms to
encourage new suppliers, make contracts
accessible, easier bidding

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Comment
■ Category managers/specialists feel the organisation to be more
mature in all the sub-areas as compared to the results of overall
procurement staff responses, this could in part be due to the upskilling currently occurring within the team of junior members.
■ The most significant difference in ratings by senior and junior
procurement team members (respectively) related to the
following areas:
■ Maximise value for the organisation and its customers – 94%
and 74%
■ Level of involvement with internal customer teams – 82%
and 72%
■ Extent of commodity strategies development and
management – 70% and 58%
■ Effective demand management – 93% and 73%
■ Detailed supply market analysis and stakeholder feedback –
80% and 69%
■ Cardiff is leading a Source Regional Project aimed at improving
how Public sector organisations procure and is also in the
process of upgrading its electronic sourcing technology to a
more sophisticated solution.
Opportunities
■ Category strategies need to be aligned to Directorate outcomes,
agreed, endorsed and reported against. This will also assist in
determining future savings targets across categories.
■ On the job training for all staff will support the development of
strategies and ongoing management of the strategy across all
categories in the organisation.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Commodity/ project strategies and collaborative procurement

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

74%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

59%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
Project Strategies
and Collaborative
Procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Commodity strategy in line with Procurement
Route Planner
Cross functional demand management
Influenceable spend under commodity/project
strategies

Performance
management

■ Cardiff scored higher than the UK local government average
maturity score for commodity/project strategies and
collaborative procurement.
■ The first data response relates to the Procurement Route
Planner not being widely used as the preferred tool for use in as
the procurement framework in place is very comprehensive and
draws from the route planner where necessary.
■ When asked if post procurement reviews take place to identify
lessons to be learned from the process and to determine
whether planned benefits and value for money was achieved,
the overall procurement staff responded differently than
category managers/specialists. Maturity score of the former is
50% whereas the latter is 63.3%. This will be addressed in the
next phase of the transformation project, as will contract
management.

Sustainability
Sourcing risk mitigation process
Supplier Selection process
Performance reviews

People

Comment

Collaborative procurement
Working with sectoral consortia and/or value
Wales
Appropriate evaluation criteria

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Opportunities
■ A detailed timeline for completion of all category strategies
should be developed, along with implementation plans and
these should be communicated across business stakeholders to
ensure focus on delivery and assist in management of tactical
‘fire fighting’.
■ After implementation of transformation next phase, a midway
review is recommended to gauge the effectiveness of the
program with key stakeholders and suppliers.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Contract and supplier management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

Comment

12.5%

■ Cardiff has higher maturity score for contract and supplier
management compared to the other Welsh authorities, however
it is lower than the UK local governments average score.

66%

Score:
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

68%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

■ Category managers/specialists feel the organisation to be more
mature in all the sub-areas as compared to the results of overall
procurement staff responses.
■ The most significant difference in their opinion between junior to
senior staff respectively, relates to the following areas:

Influenceable spend under contract

■ Supply risk management – 42% and 59%
■ Feedback from suppliers – 50% and 62%

Clear understanding of contract coverage

■ Supplier and organisational processes development –
56% and 78%

Contracts and suppliers management
Supply risk management

■ Use of supplier engagement – 60% and 82%



The next phase of transformation relates to this model element.
Opportunities

Feedback from suppliers
Supplier and organisational processes
development

Use of supplier engagement

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

■ With the roll out of contract management in the next phase of
transformation procurement should begin to demonstrate the
commercial value they can deliver to support the organisation.
■ Information sessions to staff – ‘paper bag lunch time sessions’
to share experience and knowledge within the team.
■ Cardiff to complete internal review against model mid to late
2014 to track progress against current ratings

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Key purchasing processes and systems

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

62%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

People

Performance
management

85%

Comment
■ Cardiff’s maturity score is lower than the UK local government
average maturity score however this could be due to how
respondents interpreted the questions in the model.
■ Cardiff’s centralised model ensures that e-procurement tools are
embedded in day-to-day activity of the team.

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Use of e-procurement
Effectiveness of PO to invoice or PO receipt
and invoice

■ In the areas of supplier payment performance and automation
and integration of finance and procurement systems, Cardiff’s
maturity score is lower than the average score of other Welsh
authorities however systems integration does support
streamlined processes in these area.
■ Alito and SAP are integrated as much as can be. Manual
creation of contracts in SAP still occurs. The PROACTIS
initiative currently being investigated by Cardiff Council will
further enhance systems capability within the team and across
the organisation.

Supplier payment performance

Quality assurance

P2P information management

Opportunities
■ Support to business case internally to upgrade current system to
PROACTIS.

Automation and Integration of finance and
procurement systems

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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People

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

65%

Score:

15%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Proactive future procurement resources
planning
Individual contribution to improve procurement
efficiency and effectiveness
Use of Welsh Procurement Competency
Framework
Training and development support structures
Level of non-procurement staff competence to
procure

People

Proficiency in Public Sector Procurement
Legislation

Performance
management

Proficiency in Welsh policies on SME access,
Community Benefits, Collaboration and
electronic trading

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Comment
■ Cardiff’s maturity score is better than Welsh average in all the
sub-areas under ‘People’ element of the maturity model.
■ The transformational journey of the procurement team relates
specifically to the up-skilling of people, as well as improving
processes and procedures to achieve better commercial
outcomes for the organisation.
■ As compared to overall procurement staff, Cardiff’s category
managers/specialists rate the organisation to be significantly
more mature in the following areas:
■ Individual contribution to improve procurement
efficiency and effectiveness (82%)
■ Proficiency in Public Sector Procurement Legislation
(100%)
■ Proficiency in Welsh policies on SME access,
Community Benefits, Collaboration and electronic
trading (95%)
Opportunities
■ Continuation of change program and up-skilling of staff as per
current transformation project plan.
■ Once a solid knowledge foundation is achieved within the team,
a change and communications plan to the broader organisation
should be developed to assist in realising procurement strategic
objectives.

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Performance management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

87%

Score:

12.5%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

59%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

State of KPIs

■ Cardiff’s maturity score is above the UK local governments
average score as well the other Welsh authorities average.
■ The organisation is perceived to be at advanced level of
maturity in relation to ‘reception and action on relevant
procurement reports’ and ‘monitoring of influenceable spend’.
This was supported by organisational stakeholders interviewed
during the site visit process, who are briefed on Directorate and
category spend by their central procurement category
representative.
■ Category managers/specialists rate Cardiff at advanced maturity
level for:
■ State of KPIs (88%)

Reception and action on relevant procurement
reports

■ Use of customer feedback (88%)
■ Contribution to analysis of trends in Welsh procurement
(80%)

Influenceable spend monitoring
Opportunities

Use of customer feedback

■ The next step in maturity in this element of the model is to work
with stakeholders to develop flexible and innovative outcomes
driven by data and analysis as well as market knowledge.

Contribution to analysis of trends in Welsh
procurement

■ Related to the contractor and supplier management element of
the model – use of performance data and management
practices relates to the next phase of the transformational
journey for Cardiff.

People

Performance
management

Comment

Cardiff Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Profile of respondents
Contract Value responsibility

Number of respondents

Between £0 -£500K

39

Qualification

Degree (or equivalent)

Number of respondents

46%

Masters

8%

MBA

0%

CIPS

15%

MCIPS

23%

Other

36%

Total

39

Years Experience
Less than 10

Between £500K - £10m

6

Greater than £10m

8

Total

39

25
4

15 - 20

2

20 - 25

1

25 - 30

3

Total

25

Number of respondents

10 - 15

Greater than 30

Number of
respondents

4
39
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